The Transformation of Democracy

THE SOCIETY-OF-CREATION
Keno Oneo in Conversation with Jochen Franck

Franck:

It seems to me that you favor two aspects in particular, namely the "
Bottom-up Dynamics" and the "We-All" ....

Keno:

... yes, because those will be the basis for our coming "Society-ofCreation" ...

Franck:

... but I can't see why you explicitly associate this with the development
of a new ...

Keno:

... and better ...

Franck:

... Future-Intelligence. It seems like the better-making of our futures is
what you ...

Keno:

... especially Futures 2 and 3 ...

Franck:

... disconnected from the currently dominant and successful tools, such
as culture, schools and education, media, knowledge and science ... not
to mention the sectors of technology and economy.

Keno:

So, the key question for me is:
Do we want
a "Society-of-Coercion"
or do we want
a "Society-of-Creation"?
For me, the answer is very clear:
If we want
to pursue Co-Evolution,
we need a Society
whose collective Spirit
is focused on "Creation".
Such a Society is
the "Society-of-Creation".
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Franck:

I agree with this: A Society built on Conformity (Cowardice) and
Submission (Coercion) will hardly be able to enter into a permanent
Cooperation with Creation ...

Keno:

... yes, with the Now-of-Creation (Nagual) ...

Franck:

.... That is clear for me. My question refers to something else: Can' t we
reprogram the hitherto successful instruments ... that is the whole
spectrum from culture to economy ...?

Keno:

Why? Reprogram them to what?

Franck:

Using your approach: reprogramming from the current focus of Evolution
to the new focus of Co-Evolution. Why should this not be possible?
Because then we don't need this " We-All" and we don't need the
"Bottom-up Dynamics" coupled to it. Get it? Your model is roughly what
used to be called "communism." All power is shifted down. All decisions
about the future are made ... supposedly ... by " We-All."
That didn't work back then. And it won't work tomorrow either.

Keno:

Hm. A "Society-of-Creation" is a Consciousness-Society, which
democratizes its Futures by making a Rhizome-Sphere the Generator of
the respective better Consciousness. A "Society-of-Creation" thus
combines the function of a "Creation-Generator" with the functions of
Freedom, Love and We-ness.
To put it even more concretely:
A "Society-of-Creation" transforms Freedom and Love into experimental
Streams of Consciousness.
The "Creation-Generator" consists of a "Rhizome-Sphere" (Deleuze)
and CCC ... Collaborative Crossing Creativity. But such a "CreationGenerator" does not fit the current power of knowing better and the
status privileges coupled to it with their Top-down Dynamics.
What we lack are not the facts and the theories, nor knowledge and
better knowledge. All we lack is a central social Instrument that is able to
purposefully and professionally couple the collective NowConsciousness of our Society with the Now-of-Creation. As a sketch:
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We have a Consciousness-Problem because our Society ( being
equipped with the dominance of the 1st Reality-Generator) is too onesidedly focused on the following formula:
We solve the
problems we have with
the intelligence of our thinking.
Thinking separates Consciousness from the Now-of-Creation. Strenuous
Better-Thinking separates the Consciousness from the Spirit-of-Creation
... separates it through the combination of logic and abstractness.
But we need a system that is able to connect our CollectiveConsciousness, which is based on We-ness, with the Now of Life and
Creation. And this connecting cannot be organized through intellectual
abstractness. This connecting needs
Freedom

Love

Nowness
In our now dominating society, which is characterized by the power of
better-knowledge ...
Franck:

... please don't forget progress through Innovation ...

Keno:

... I neither see any Functionalization and Operationalization of
Freedom, Love and Nowness.
On the other hand, if the Now-of-Creation (Nagual) can be experienced
and used mainly through Freedom, Love and Nowness, then it is wise to
place these three Noeteric Factors at the center of a system that has the
task to connect our Collective-Consciousness with the Nowness of Life
(Being) and Creation (Becoming). From this follows:
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We need a 2nd Reality-Generator
that is focused on a
productive Instrumentalization
of Freedom, Love and Nowness.
If we try to draw a conclusion at this point, we get the following result:
1.- We need a Rhizome-Sphere, which is active as a
" Workbench " in a "Creation-Generator".
2.- The Hyperverse will be this "Creation-Generator"
in its ideal form, thus the Fusion of Metaverse
and Metabliss.
3.- We need the "We-All" and the "Bottom-up
Dynamics", because only this
social Reality
of We-ness
can make the Rhizome-Sphere functional and
productive.
4.- We need a 2nd Reality-Generator programmed
for the Interfusion of our worldly-Being with the
Nagual- Becoming, making it possible to
integrate the Intelligence of the Now-of-Creation
(Nagual) into our own future-oriented actions.
5.- We need the Noeteric-Rituals (Metabliss)
because they can perform the mental
programming aligned with Interfusion ... based
on Freedom, Love and Nowness.
However, our 1st Reality-Generator focused on duality and
Differentiation has no relation to Freedom, love and Nowness. It
objectifies the world (as allegedly true reality) and quite rigidly excludes
Freedom, love and Nowness:
If Freedom, Love and Nowness
are excluded as a "private matter",
no public We-ness can develop
that would be able to cooperate
with the All-One,
which is the Nagual.
Franck:

You describe the Nagual as the All-One. We should discuss that in more
detail.
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Keno:

There is an aphorism from our Neuro-Lab "Mind-Design" that could help
us here:
"The Nagual is all that is
without being what it all is."
From this aspect, the Nagual is the All-One. As a sketch:

THE ALL-ONE OF THE NAGUAL
materialized
Nagual
(Worldly-Reality)

Nagual
bound
to Spirit

as ANC
active
Nagual

Consciousness Consciousness
of Something as Something
(Mind)
(Nagual)

The FreeNagual

The common
created
Common-Nagual
/
Shared-Nagual

Franck:

From this point of view, the Nagual is the whole world ...

Keno:

... yes, our universe ...

Franck:

... but it is nevertheless always more than this whole world, right so?

Keno:

Yes, that is how it is conceived as a model.
On this basis, if one describes the Nagual as the All-One, then one can
substantiate the relation of the We-ness to the All-One as follows:
Co-Evolution
The
All-One

The
All-One

We-ness

Nagual
Interfusion

This allows for the following conclusions:
 The Nagual is our We-ness.
 Our We-ness is the All-One,
which is the Nagual.
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And based on that:
 If we want to have a "Society-of-Creation", we will
need a We-ness that can cooperate with the
Nagual ... that is, to practice Co-Evolution:
Co-Evolution
only works through
the We-ness of a Society.
 Evolution is different. It could work on the basis of
geniuses, experts of Innovation and intelligent
knowledge. But Co-Evolution needs the whole
society, i.e., the digital Rhizome-Sphere and the
functioning of a "Creation-Generator". It follows:
Franck:

And how do you substantiate this ... let's say ... "steep" thesis?

Keno:

Quite straightforwardly:
We need a stable and
intensely positive We-ness ...

Franck:

... sorry: But all Democracies I know are miles away from that. Conflicts,
social crises and divisions are everywhere. Looking at this, there is for
me ... unfortunately ... only one statement:
Democracies are
no longer able
to create a powerful
and positive We-ness.

Keno:

Yes, and that's exactly why we need the Teenagers and the WokePioneers.
But back to my first thesis:
1. We need a stable and positive We-ness.
Such a We-ness carries the energy of " RadicalHope" (Lear) and at the same time the Ideality of a
Love for the "We-All" ... that is, practiced Inclusion.
2. Radical-Hope (sometimes called " NeverthelessEnergy") and the love for the "We-All" are not to
be developed by intellectual cleverness, nor by
morality or ethics.
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But they must be developed if one wants to have a
stable and positive We-ness.
So, the question is how to produce this Energy of
Hope and this Love for the "We-All" ... as I said, as
a Collective, i.e., as a social implemented Reality.
The answer is: through the Nagual-I that is built by
the Teenagers. And ... based on it ... those
Nagual-Mind-Cards that are realized by the WokePioneers and the Young-Adults in the concept of a
2nd Reality-Generator.
Franck:

So again, your two theses: "It's all about the Teenagers" and "We need
the Chain of all Generations".

Keno:

es, that's it. And that leads us to my third and final thesis:
3. We will need a digital system that helps the
Teenagers and the Young-Adults / Woke-Pioneers
to
successfully
Nagualize
their
Identity
(= Teenagers) and to Nagualize their Mind-Cards
(= Young-Adults).
This system must be available for free. And it must
be fun, fascinating and playfully simple in its
application. And universally available. At any
place. At any time. And it must have an
accumulative quantity as a basis: The more users,
the faster and more clearly the desired We-ness
can develop:
The power of We-ness is the number of users.
The Hyperverse is such a System, i.e., the
Interaction of
Metaverse
Mixed-Reality

Space-Time
Experiences

Noeteric-Rituals

NagualResonances

Metabliss
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When the Space-Time Experiences of MixedReality combine with the Nagual-Resonances
evoked by the Noeteric-Rituals, it self-dynamically
unfolds the "Nagualization".
In this context, Self-Dynamic means the following:
The Nagualization of Identity and Mind-Cards
does not need processes of communication. And
also, no processes of coaching and training. And
also, no inputs or commands from culture and
politics.
Franck:

So Nagualization pretty much "develops on its own"?

Keno:

Yes, that's one way to describe it. To put it a little differently:
The Using of the Hyperverse
activates that ANC in the
mind of the user which helps
the Consciousness of the person
to build up his Nagual-I and Mind-Cards.
If one looks closely, one can see the following:
The Nagualization
of the I and the Mind-Cards per se
are already a process of Co-Evolution.
And one recognizes something else:
The power of
the elite is eroding.

Franck:

What do you mean?

Keno:

When Self-Dynamics and Co-Evolution combine to create We-ness
through Nagualization, then Consciousness processes (Streams of
Consciousness) replace the old function of elites. Then knowledge and
better-knowledge becomes a merely subordinate factor for the
generation of these Streams-of-Consciousness.
On this basis, a new type of elite is emerging.

Franck:

And that would be?

Keno:

Elite becomes a Consciousness-Process of Emergence ... i.e. a process
that has a lot of "Unpredictability" in it.
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Predictable Consciousness-Processes can very well be based on facts
and better-knowledge. But emergent Consciousness-Processes need
the "Crossing" ... i.e., the Integration of the Mind into the Unpredictability
of the coming Futures.
Elite is therefore no longer a social status factor, but a Spiritual-evolutive
Process based on the function of ANC (Love and Helping).
Franck:

You have elaborated that Self-Dynamics and Co-Evolution should
combine to help our Society become a productive We-ness through the
processes of Nagualization. Ultimately, you claim that if we fail in " CoEvolution" the current social conflicts, the growing de-solidarization and
the increasing division of society will remain. Do you really see it that
way?

Keno:

Yes. We need the Practice of Co-Evolution ... and we need it as a DailyPractice that generates real added value for the majority of people in
their personal lives. We don't need an elite and better knowledge. Thus,
no smart intelligence that acts repressively Top-down ... often combined
with a morality of reason that is aligned against the Woke principles of
Freedom and We-All.

Franck:

But you are aware that the so-called "silent majority" ... and these are
mostly conservatives and middle-class hard-working people ...
sometimes have major problems with Woke-Values and the diverse
Woke actions (from Cancel-Culture to Post-Colonialism).

Keno:

Yes, I know. Neo-Liberalism, which is supposed to be so progressive,
has basically had its day...as is (often backwards) Conservatism.
The silent majority has two problems, as I see it:
One does
not want an elite
that behaves repressively.

But one also
doesn't want Woke activism
that is "too progressive."

Franck:

Yes, I can well follow this perspective. What to do?

Keno:

To establish Hyperverse as quickly and consistently as possible, so that
we can soon begin to develop a Praxeology of Co-Evolution, which, as
has been emphasized many times, needs the realization of two
concepts: "It's all about Teenagers" and "We need the Chain of all
Generations".
On this basis, elite will separate itself from social status:
The new Elite is
the emergent Consciousness.
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Thus, the now dominant "Society-of-Coercion" is drifting into its erosion.
A collaborative Bottom-up Creativity (see memes, gifs and viral
processes) organizes itself (spontaneously and fractally) in the digital
Rhizome-Sphere (Internet 3.0).
Emergent Consciousness needs ... to be born ... the following:
 Nagualization of the I through the
2nd Defluence (Teenagers)

Hyperverse

 We-ness through Woke-Values
(Young-Adults)
 The Intrinsic-Dynamics of MetaConsciousness (based on ANC)
 An everyday Practice of CoEvolution for We-All

All in all – we need the Hyperverse.
Franck:

Sounds good. But it doesn't solve the conservatives' problems at all. The
silent majority can't do very much with the coming Hyperverse.
Already, 77% of citizens surveyed in the U.S. say, "We don't want
Zuckerberg to build a Metaverse." A survey of 1,000 American adults (all
ages) found that most people prefer a Metaverse that runs on a
decentralized blockchain platform (Advocate Group, 2022). So, people
don't want monopolization by META.

Keno:

Basically, we are dealing with two parallel developments here:
 The basic idea of the Hyperverse will meet with
growing acceptance. The survey you quoted
showed that 49% of the respondents expect the
Metaverse idea to be successful in three to six
years.
 The Woke-Values will not find their widespread
acceptance until the Woke-Streams can integrate
into the Rhizome-Sphere of the Hyperverse:
The natural home
of Woke-Values is
the Rhizome-Sphere of
the Hyperverse with its
"Collaborative Crossing Creativity"
organized Bottom-up.
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In Conclusion:


Unless Mark Zuckerberg / META succeeds in
integrating the Woke-Values into the Streams-ofConsciousness of the Rhizome-Sphere, there will
be
no Monopoly of the Better
for META.



If MTEA's Metaverse relies unilaterally on the
technological Innovations of Mixed-Realities
(headsets, smart glasses, avatars, holograms,
etc.), there will be no awakening to a MetaConsciousness ... there will be no productive
source of emergent Streams of Consciousness as
a result:
Then META fails
in the context of the great,
unique and historical opportunity
to lead us as Humanity into the 2nd Axial-Age.

Franck:

Let me contextualize this a little bit. You say that we need the Teenagers
....

Keno:

... yes, and necessarily also the Teenagers of the conservative citizens,
who have a higher level of Fear of Contingency than many progressive
people or pioneers ...

Franck:

... and you say that we need the "Chain of all Generations."
You further assert that the "Monopoly of the Better" depends, among
other things, on the establishment of a digital Rhizome-Sphere, coupled
with the birth of emergent Streams-of-Consciousness ...

Keno:

... which ... very important! ... are born Bottom-up.

Franck:

And you claim that on this basis we will be able to develop a powerful
Meta-Consciousness. And you trust that this Meta-Consciousness will
be able to dissolve or soothe many of the acute cultural, social and
societal crises and conflicts and divisions ... why actually?
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Keno:

Because the yet to be developed Meta-Consciousness will only be
vigorous... if it carries the three central attractors within itself:

THE INNER ARCHITECTURE OF
THE META-CONSCIOUSNESS

Focus:
WokeValues

1

2

Freedom

Love

primarily
Metabliss

ANC
Diversity

Focus:

Inclusion
3

The
Disbelieving

NoeticRituals
primarily
Metaverse

Nowness
Reality-Mix

As we have already briefly touched upon, the establishment of Attractor
3 ... i.e. the novel Time-Mode of Nowness ... is decisively shaped by the
conception of the Reality-Mix of the Metaverse. Attractors 1 and 2 are
primarily shaped by the Noeteric-Rituals (Metabliss).
Franck:

Disbelieving ... that is supposed to be the focus of the Metaverse? Help
me a little.

Keno:

The conception of the Reality-Mix makes our belief in absolute truth
transparent ... diaphanous. That is:
We switch ...
from objectifying Reality
to inventing Reality.

Franck:

That is, to what D. D. Hoffman described as " Iconization" ...

Keno:

...yes, we enable ourselves to conceive of Inventing as the specific
Reality of our human Fitness:
Inventing is the
next level of our Fitness.
From this perspective, Co-Evolution is the Invention we need in order to
better connect our Mind with the Spirit and the Now-of-Creation
(Nagual).
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This connection is of great importance. But we can only create it in a
very limited way with clever knowledge and elitist power strategies. For
this we need the following " Ingredients ":
Teenagers
Young-Adults

 The Nagual-I / the Happy-I
 The Nagual-Mind-Cards / The Woke-Values

Ultimately, the question will be this:
Will we get a powerful
Meta-Consciousness in time?
If Meta-Consciousness
comes too late, we won't be able
to resolve many of the divisions in society.
And if we cannot resolve the divisions,
no stable and positive We-ness will develop.
If this We-ness doesn't unfold,
there will be no powerful Meta-Consciousness ...
so, no Co-Evolution for all people either.
Franck:

You are describing a strange problem situation: We need the MetaConsciousness to be able to establish the We-ness. But we need exactly
this We-ness to be able to establish the Meta-Consciousness. What to
do?

Keno:

To rely on the ANC ... on the Autonoetic-Consciousness. From my point
of view, it has already activated itself very clearly. So, it is a matter of
promoting it now, primarily through Metaverse and Metabliss.
The ANC is the driving force in the Consciousness of the Teenagers.
This means: the
" Search for Resonance"
(Martin Altmeyer)
organized by the Teenagers and their Longing for Crossing-Initiation is
already a (presumably indirect) Co-Evolution.

Franck:

Crossing-Initiation. Can you explain that again?

Keno:

Gladly.
Crossing-Initiation is that Ritual-Process which enables the Worldly-I (1st
Defluence) to transcend itself in such a way that the Nagual Essence,
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which is alive in every I can be recognized, experienced and loved. This
is how the
Nagual-I
comes into Being, and it is through the effects of a digitally organized 2nd
Defluence.
But the ANC is also the driving force with the Woke activists. You know
my thesis:
Woke secularizes the
ANC in the Reality of our World.
Franck:

You have often emphasized that both the Crossing-Initiation of the
Teenagers and the Woke-Values of the Woke-Pioneers (Young-Adults)
are based on the Longing for the
Totality of
Me / We
This has remained unclear to me.

Keno:

The more the I-Consciousness of a person refers to himself (= Totality
Aspect), the more intense the resonance of the ANC and the Nagual in
the Consciousness of the Person.

Franck:

So, it is not narcissism?

Keno:

No: It is the beginning of a Self-Love, which increasingly turns to the
inner Nagual. This is a development that can be described as follows:
Nagual-I

I-Love

Partner

Humanity

WE-Love

WE-ALL-LOVE

Strangers

Co-Evolution

Nagual-LOVE

Free-Nagual

The Nagual-Resonances stimulated by the Teenagers are the energetic
Raw Material for the Fusion of Nagual-I and Free-Nagual to be striven
for in favor of Co-Evolution.
What the Teenagers aim at, especially with the selfies and their staged
videos, is the Establishment of an
Idealism of Love.
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It is the Idealism of the beloved Nagual. The word for it is:
Dignity.
Then, as the Teenagers get older and then enter the stage of
establishing Dispositives (Mind-Carting) around the age of 22 / 24,
another attractor can be established in the Mind:
The Magic of Freedom.
A Mind-Card Set emerges, which connects the Woke-Values with the
Now-of-Creation ... thus the Simultaneity of Differentiation (Diversity)
and Unification (Inclusion). The result is
Autonomy.
Franck:

So, Dignity and autonomy?

Keno:

Yes. The Idealism of Love unites with the Magic of Freedom. The result
is then not only the basis for the Meta-Consciousness, but also for the
Idealistic-Humanism,
which we urgently need.

Franck:

Why urgently? And for what?

Keno:

Our "Society-of-Coercion" focused on better-knowledge has begun to
damage the Spirit of our Democracy. We therefore need ... as
mentioned ... the building of a "Society-of-Creation", i.e., a Society that
can instrumentalize a digital Rhizome-Sphere in such a way that it
develops into a stable "Creation-Generator" that can turn the Bottom-up
Creativity of the Users into Input for a new kind of Future-Intelligence
and for our Inclusive-Fitness.

Franck:

Sounds complicated. But if I'm reading this correctly, it's a swansong to
our currently dominant combination of intelligence and Evolution in favor
of an Idealistic-Humanism.
To me, such idealism is a throwback to the supposed power and wisdom
of Romanticism. That's how I see it. And the aspired humanism is ... to
put it harshly ... a kind of hubris, i.e., an irrational self-overestimation of
man.

Keno:

So, old hats? Backward longings, driven by illusions? Is that how you
interpret it?
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Franck:

Basically yes, I see many justified longings, but I recognize a very clear
backward model ... that is, no progressiveness. And I also can't see how
you're going to bring that together with a new Future-Intelligence and
inclusive Fitness.

Keno:

Now we come to a very important topic. Let me expand a little bit:
1. We are leaving the field of Fear of Contingency,
caused by the digital revolution ... and entering the
field of Co-Evolution.
2. We do this because the new evolutive Reality we
have created for ourselves (growing complexity,
acceleration, and contingency) causes us to
project the old fear of contingency onto the coming
future. This fear of contingency is the backward
you speak of.
3. So, we are entering the Field of Co-Evolution
because of a very inconsistent mix:
 reactivated fear of contingency
 activated Self-Empowerment.
So (see 1.) we leave the field of Fear of
Contingency only by
combining Self-Empowerment
with the Digital-Revolution.
This is the Evolutionary Sense of Social Media,
Metaverse and Hyperverse.

Franck:

So, we are using the ancient Fear of Contingency and projecting it onto
our current Future. s it meant like that?

Keno:

Yes. And this activates ... quite violently, by the way ... the ANC ... the
Mediator of the Nagual ... which leads to the unfolding of our Longing for
true Self-Empowerment.
If one transfers these processes to our current social situation, the
following strange situation becomes apparent:
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THE STRANGE SITUATION
We have a reactivated
Fear of Contingency

We have an activated
Self-Empowerment

These
are
the conservative
and
restorative energies,
partly combined
with the
Privileges of
the Top-Down-Elite

These are
the Aspirations
and Energies of
the Teenagers and
the Woke-Pioneers

back
to Reason

forward
to Co-Evolution

IdealisticHumanism

In such a situation, there is no turning back. There is only a "forward" ...
towards an Idealistic-Humanism.
Franck:

Well, oops! But your model of an Idealistic-Humanism is ... so my thesis
... a clear turning back. Idealism is retro. Classical or German idealism
had its heyday in the 18th century and also still somewhat in the 19th
century. So, it is from yesterday.

Keno:

One can see it that way. But if you focus on the aspect of " Fitness" as
described by Donald D. Hoffman, then the following perspective
emerges:
1.- We have primarily built our Fitness on cognition. This
is the function of the 1st Reality-Generator. Through
its programming, our survival is guaranteed by
cognition and knowing better. The Interpretation of a
"relative Reality" as Truth is the declared goal. The
scheme for it is:
"Coded by the World"
"Coded by Cognition"

Fitness
beats
Truth

2.- This kind of survival Fitness has worked extremely
well. As Oded Galor analyzed in his book "The
Journey of Humanity" (2022), it was the 19th and
20th centuries that gave Humanity a great progress
... and that was through recognition (knowledge) and
Innovation (primarily through the STE system ...
Science, Technology and Economy).
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Franck:

So, and now Idealistic-Humanism is supposed to put an end to this
positive development. Is that your model?

Keno:

Not at all. In the 21st century ... it’s all about expanding and optimizing
our coding strategy.

Franck:

Ok, and how?

Keno:

We stay with the 1st Reality-Generator. So, we absolutely stay with the
Fitness-Concept of
Fitness by Cognition
Fitness beats Truth
But we develop an additional Reality-Generator ... the 2nd RealityGenerator ... which is based on a different, i.e., complementary, coding
strategy:
"Coded by the
Nagual of Creation"
"Coded by Co-Evolution
and Interfusion"
If one wants to illustrate it in a somewhat simplified way, one gets the
following picture:
Coded by
World and Cognition

Coded by the
Nagual of Creation

1st Reality-Generator

2nd Reality-Generator

Here "world"
is objectified
dualistically (rationally).

Here "World"
is objectified
noeterically

Cognition is
the mediator
between the
life of the person
and the world

The ANC
is the helping
Mediator between
World + Nagual
Consciousness
of Something

Consciousness
as Something

With today's Coding-Strategy one gets a Mix of real-Reality and
"relative-Reality" (Hoffman) ... so different grades of Truth, based on
Recognizability and Objectifiability.
Franck:

Yes, that is clear to me: the Fitness of the Mind generates the Fitness of
our Survival ...
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Keno:

... yes, but also the other way around: the Fitness of Survival generates
the Fitness of our Cognitions (Hoffman: "Fitness beats Truth").
This ... so far extremely successful Coding-Strategy ... is based on the
fact of a narrowed Fitness-Strategy. We as Humanity have not yet been
able to develop a suitable and popularly-efficient system for the
production of Co-Evolutive Consciousness. This means: our narrowed
Fitness-Strategy prevents us from Instrumentalizing the Unknown and
the Non-objectifiable:
We have no mental Instrument
for Cooperating with the Unknown-Nagual.
The Unknown-Nagual remains, using George Spencer-Brown's linguistic
system,
the absolute
"Unmarked-Space."
It can possibly be represented as follows:
The Truth
that is
valid for us

The
"UnmarkedSpace"

The Re-Entry
into the
"Unmarked-Space

The
Observable

The NonObservable

The Third as the Space
for the Better

Coded
by World
and Cognition

The
Non-Coded

Coded
by the Nagual
of Creation

Evolution

Co-Evolution

Franck:

This seems to be getting very abstract or theoretical now. But let's get
started anyway!

Keno:

Thanks.
1. ) We need the transition from Evolution to CoEvolution ... so the Transition from the current
1st Axial-Age to the 2nd Axial-Age.

Franck:
Keno:

Yes, I can agree with that by now.
2. ) For this transition it is necessary that we
liberate the 1st Reality-Generator as much as
possible, from its
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Religion of Truth.
We need a Meta-Consciousness, which can
take all forms of the Real into itself and make
them operable. It follows:
Without Mark Zuckerberg's
Initiative for the Metaverse ...
i.e., VR / AR and IR ...
we would not be able to mentally empower
ourselves to organize the
Change from Evolution
to Co-Evolution.
Franck:

Yes, but still, about three-quarters of people surveyed in the U.S.
oppose Zuckerberg's Metaverse.

Keno:

Yes, because they don't yet know what kind of progress they will get.

Franck:

You leave me speechless!

Keno:

Why? Overcoming the Absolute in the Form of Truth (which is ultimately
a remnant of the religious " Power of the Holy" (Joas)) allows us to make
significant Spiritual Progress.
I know that you see it differently. For you, the next Spiritual progress lies
in the increase of our intelligence ...

Franck:

... which is why I am in favor of AI ...
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Keno:

... but from my point of view it will not be a higher development of our
cognitive intelligence whatsoever that will bring us forward, but the
development of a Praxeology of Co-Evolution that can be used by all
Humans.
And this Praxeology is based on the following pillars:

A - the 2nd Defluence /
Teenagers
The
Hyperverse

B - the 2nd Reality-Generator /
Young-Adults /
Woke-Pioneers

Making
Humanness
more
human

C - the Idealistic-Humanism /
the Function of the ANC

In other words, without the Hyperverse we will not be able to practice the
Change from Evolution to Co-Evolution. And without an IdealisticHumanism we will not be able to place the Instruments of Co-Evolution
at the center of our Society (Society-of-Creation).
It follows: From my point of view, Idealistic-Humanism is not a backward
Conception (as you interpret it), but a real Spiritual Progress and an
Improvement of our Evolutive-Fitness.
Franck:

Let's assume that this perspective will prevail (but I still doubt it), then we
should discuss the point about the " Re-Entry" and the "Third as a Space
of the Better".

Keno:

Yes. First, we should ask what connects Co-Evolution to Emergence. As
a suggestion:
Emergence occurs when one manages to
"Unmarked-Space" for the goals of Betterment.

instrumentalize

the

From this follows that one should not only make the "Unmarked-Space"
experienceable and usable (what one can describe with George
Spencer-Brown as "Re-Entry"), but that one should ... as a continuation
of this Re-Entry, so to speak ... program the "Unmarked-Space" for
Ideality. In the Noeteric-Model, the "Unmarked-Space" consists of:
 ANC
 the Consciousness-as-Something
 Nagual (Now-of-Creation)
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Franck:

Why Ideality?

Keno:

You remember: Ideality calls that Potentiality to itself, which is to turn
into a better Reality.

Franck:

Yes, Quantum Physics. Ideality is formed by observing ... thus by
Intention ....

Keno:

The best (thus intentionally particularly effective) Ideality is the Invention
of the
ANC.
The ANC is a Mediating-Consciousness, which can organize Interfusion.
Interfusion follows George Spencer-Brown's credo:
"This game only
works in Twos."
"In Twos" is Love, Unification, the Common ... We-ness.
This "in Twos" is prevented by the 1st Reality-Generator, which is
focused on Cognition through Objectification and Duality. This means:
The Strategy
of Knowing Better fails
when it comes to
Emergence and Co-Evolution.

Franck:

Is this why you keep pointing out that without the
Woke-Values of
Diversity and Inclusion
we will not be able to make this Shift from Evolution to Co-Evolution?

Keno:

Exactly.
The We-ness of
our Society generates
the Ideality that the ANC needs
in order to be able to
generate the next Better-Becoming
in collaboration with us.
It follows: Our Now of the World can be significantly improved if we
combine Emergence and Co-Evolution with the function of Ideality. As a
sketch:
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Co-Evolution
Our
Now-of-the-World

The
Now-of-Creation

Tonal

Nagual
Emergence
The Becoming-Better

UnmarkedSpace

Ideality

Re-Entry

The following consequences can be derived from this:
 If we want to live in better Futures, we need a
powerful Ideality of Freedom.
 If we want to have an everyday Reality that
becomes more and more human, we need a
powerful Ideality of Love.
 If we want to have an I that can organize Crossing,
we need an Ideality of Nowness. This Ideality is the
Third. The key to Nowness of the Third is the
Nagual-I, that is, an I that has completed the 1st
and 2nd Defluences.
At this point we recognize the Attractor-Set of Noeteric:
Freedom

Love

Nowness
The Third

The 1st Reality-Generator is not able to connect these 3 Attractors with
the ANC in such a way that the Processes of a Becoming-Better can
develop out of them.
Despite all the Intelligence that the 1st Reality- Generator can organize
... based on the Rationality of Meaning, the Cognition of Reason and the
Logic of Thinking ..., despite this Intelligence it cannot provide what we
will need as a Priority for the Co-Evolution:
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The Spirit of Inventing.
Franck:

What does this mean concretely?

Keno:

We are forced to invent and activate the ANC (as an imaginary Agent)
because otherwise we will not be able to organize a Re-Entry oriented to
Co-Evolution.
We are forced to invent those digital Rituals (see Metabliss) through
which we can fuse the 3 Attractors of Noeteric ... that is, the Idealities of
Freedom, Love and Nowness ... with the ANC.
We are forced to invent the Third as
a specific Magic of Becoming-Better,
and as an oscillating Time-Mode that can resolve the usual paradoxical
Impasses of Thought-Logic (that creates a Blockage based on AbsoluteTruth).

Franck:

I guessed it: now it becomes very abstract!

Keno:

Maybe. But we have to go through this.

Franck:

Why actually?

Keno:

Because we (i.e. our 1st Reality-Generator) automatically discredits
everything that has to do with Ideality and Love.

Franck:

Ideality perhaps may be ... theoretically ..., but Love is now really quite
officially a very important Factor in our Culture. Nobody has anything
against Love.

Keno:

Yes. Love has been downgraded as an "important Intrinsic" to a valuable
private matter. That is:
We-ness and Love are
not programmed to act as
productive Factors for Becoming-Better.
In many Democracies and Societies, the connection between We-ness
and Love has been properly repurposed into a
Concept of Resilience.

Franck:

We should discuss that in more detail.
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Keno:

Gladly.
We have a "Society-of-Coercion" because we have oriented our Today
and our Futures toward
the Power of knowing better.
That is, hierarchized cognition and knowing better feels responsible, as
far as the Quality of our Now and our Future is concerned:
We currently do not have
a societal-System that can
provide a fair Democratization
of the Betterment of our Future.

Franck:

And this is bad?

Keno:

Yes. It is toxic to a Democracy in which the ANC ... as discussed ... is
becoming more and more self-activating. Much of our Conflicts and
Divisions comes from this Source.
Now, if the real Now-Reality is permanently deteriorating (which, as I
said, leads to the ANC activating itself more and more), then a mixture of
Protest and Anger is building up in the Collective-Consciousness of
Society.

Franck:

Is what you call "the real Now-Reality" really as bad as you make it out
to be? I have my doubts about that.

Keno:

Good. Let's take a look at that:
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THE NOW-REALITY OF SOCIETY
We have a
permanent Increase
in Complexity,
Acceleration
and
Contingency

We have growing
mental and social Problems
to use this Reality
in a positive way
(Contingency is not used as a
productive Factor)

This leads to
a Growth in
social Conflicts
and Divisions
It
arises
Anger and
Protests

We have
no Access
to Co-Evolution

growing
De-Solidarization
of Society
Erosion of We-ness

The decision-making Elites
respond by reinforcing
their Top-Down Strategies
Repression
Reason

Morale
Strong Accentuation
of the

" Persevere!"

Concept for Resilience

" All not
that bad!"

Franck:

Resilience as a problem factor? That's new to me.

Keno:

Yes. Resilience tells people, "If you become strong, you will become
happy!" Meaning:
The Elites use the
concept of resilience
to secure their power status
and their associated privileges.
This leads to a problematic (and depressing) double bind with the
following content:
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"You have no chance
but use it."
When the collective Spirit of Society is in this slant of social energies,
there can be virtually no dedication to the Spirit of Invention. In other
words:
When the collective Spirit
is primarily shaped by
repressive energies of power,
the 1st Reality-Generator
becomes the
"Savior of the Situation."
But then no
Magic of Becoming-Better
will be able to be developed.
Franck:

Hm. Not an optimistic perspective. So again, the question: What to do?

Keno:

And again, the same answer as before: bet on the Teenagers. And bet
on the Woke-Pioneers. And bet on the Establishing of the Hyperverse.
If the Hyperverse is properly conceived, it will develop into a powerful
Creation-Generator.
This generator will continuously be able to
produce
the Spirit of Invention
... Bottom-up ... through CCC (Collaborative Crossing Creativity) ... tied
into a digital Rhizome-Sphere.

Franck:

What makes you so sure of that?

Keno:

What is it ... the Spirit of Invention? Following the "Laws of Form" by
George Spencer-Brown (1977) we can make the following statements:
1. Every Observing (= A) ... thus every form of Objectification ...
automatically generates an " Unmarked-Space ", i.e., an additional
Space of Consciousness (= B), which is excluded from Observation,
and which contains the currently Non-Observable, but also the in
principle Non-Observable (= C), e.g., the Nagual.
2. As a person one can align the Process of Observing (= A) to this
additional (excluded) Space of Consciousness (= B). That is the
completion of a Re-Entry (= D).
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3. If one aligns his Re-Entry (= D) to the in principle Non-Observable
(= C), then automatically that arises, which one needs for the
completion of the Re-Entry (= D), namely the Noeteric Effect-Unity
of Freedom / Love / Nowness.
4. To be able to generate this Effect-Unity in our Consciousness itself,
we need the Invention and Activation of an Autonoetic
Consciousness, called ANC.
5. The ANC is that invention which is necessary for the Spirit of
Invention. It is the invention of a benevolent and helping mediator,
which integrates the Consciousness as Something into our
Observing (= A). In this sense, the ANC acts as an "imaginary
Agent" that qualifies our Consciousness of Something in such a way
that a Cooperation between Mind and Free-Nagual can happen.
Thereby Nagual-Resonances arise. In this way Co-Evolution (= E)
becomes feasible.
6. The ANC to be invented is the opposite of logic. "Logic is timeless"
(Gábor Paàl). The ANC is imaginary because its intrinsic-time
permanently oscillates in a Third and as an active Third (true / not
true / the in-between). Its Time is the eternal Oscillating:
The Being of Becoming is
permanently identical with
the Becoming of this Being.
This Third is the cooperating Nagual ... the Now-of-Creation, which
from the outside (interpreted by the 1st Reality-Generator) looks like
a fluid Conglomerate of Paradoxes:
The Nagual is all that is
without being what it all is.
7. The oscillating intrinsic Time of the Third can be experienced by us
Humans as the
Bright-Ecstasy.
8. In the Nowness of the Third, the Consciousness of Something and
the Consciousness as Something unite.
The "Space" that makes this Unification possible and organizes it as
Interfusion consists of the Interactions of the Idealities of Freedom
(Diversity) and Love (Inclusion).
In the Nowness of the Third, the Now-of-Creation (Nagual) becomes
the Creator of the Now-of-Our-World (Tonal). This is the
accomplishment of Co-Evolution (= E).
The Nowness of the Third is therefore
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the Nagual-Magic
of Becoming-Better.
9. If it is possible to permanently fill the "Space" of Interfusion (see 8.)
with the Nagual-Processes of Co-Evolution (= Shared-Nagual / = F),
a permanently qualifying
Source of Becoming-Better arises.
The Becoming-Better becomes
the permanent Partner of our Life.
10. If the democratic Societies, which have built their collective Spirit on
the typical Western Values, want to have a better Future, they will
have to empower themselves to develop a
Society-of-Creation
to be established and fostered. This Society will be determined by
the following factors:
11. As a person, one can align the Process of Observing (= A) to this
additional (excluded) Space of Consciousness (= B). This is then
the Accomplishment of a Re-Entry (= D).
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SOCIETY-OF-CREATION
The Hyperverse

Metaverse

Metabliss

The Practice of daily
Co-Evolution,
accomplished by Billions
of Users globally.
CCC
The
RhizomeSphere

The
Creation
Generator

Bottom-upDynamics

Collaborative
Crossing
Creativity
WE-ALL

The Source of
Becoming-Better
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